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tritical c compilers are free for
non-commercial use under
certain conditions. license 2.1.
the gnu general public license,
version 2.0, applies to the entire
tricalc suite. see the “tricalc
license” section for more
details. see also the gnu
licenses . tricalc (tri for
calibration of image intensities
on aperture limited charge-
couple device) is a package for
calibrating icc profiles of image
acquisition devices. it provides
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both visual, interactive and
command line interfaces to the
program. here is a
demonstration of the package
using a color profile created
with the x-rite scanner. this
profile contains xyz data and a
icc-prof file. tricalc reads the icc
profile, parses the raw xyz data
and then applies the icc profile.
this package of tricalc includes
a complete suite of programs to
get calibrated data from image
acquisition devices. it includes
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tools to calibrate devices such
as a colorimeter,
spectrophotometer or camera.
all tools included in this package
also can be used separately
from the package. tricalc is a
software tool that calibrates icc
profiles. it is free and open-
source under the gnu general
public license (gpl). it uses the
color model of icc profiles,
knows the icc profile type, and
creates x- and y-correction
factors and a transformation
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matrix. before using tricalc, you
must have an installation of
matlab (you may use matlab 7.0
or higher) available. you also
must have the icc profile file (icc
profile may be proprietary,
public, or custom) for the device
you want to calibrate. the user
should also have the option of
specifying a path for the tricalc
data library (if not specified by
default, it is: /libtricalc.so).
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default, it is: /libtricalc.so).
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